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Local Cast To Give Broadway Comedy, "Dear Ruth"
Professional MusiciansTo Be Here Friday
Radio Stars To Present Veterans
Hospital Program At Local Church
A unit'of the Veterans Hospital Programs, headed by
Richard Maxwell, widely-known radio singing star, will appear in the Clemson Methodist Church on Friday, February
24, at 7:30 p. m.
The program to be presented*
z
~
by the unit, which will also inBlude Ivy Walsh and her accordion, and Al Walsh, radio and
concert musician will consist of
sacred music and light classics.
Richard Maxwell's name is
known for his appearance for
John Bernard Faust, foreign
six years on the Seth Parker service officer, has been transferprogram, his own "Songs of red to Dublin as second secretary
and consul from Beirut .
Cheer and Comfort" (CBS), and
Mr. Faust was born at Otranto
his "Friends Indeed"
(CBS) Plantation, near Allendale, South
shows on the radio. He is a grad- Carolina, and was graduated from
uate of Kenyon College, Gam- Denmark (South Carolina) High
bier, Ohio, where he majored in School and from Clemson Agricultural College, where he receivbiology and was graduated with
ed his B. S. degree in 1918.
He
, highest honors.
later attended the Georgetown
, He is a Phi Beta Kappa and University School of Foreign Service for a year.
has his A. B. and M. A. deFrom 1918 until 1926 Mr. Faust
grees. But he was primarily a was engaged in chemical engimusician, and in college he neering work in the United States
and Chile. Commissioned in the
'sang at every opportunity.
foreign service in May 1926, he
Mme. Galli-Curci, Metropoli- has since served at Buenos Aires,
I tan Opera star, heard him sing, Asuncion, Paris, Lisbon, Santiago,
snd urged him to take ■ up music Tegucigalpa, LaCeiba, and Beirut.
as a career. She presented him
In 1928-29 he introduced the
(with a letter of recommendation tung oil tree into Paraguay; this
to Ettore Ruffo, a renowned has since grown into an agriculChicago music teacher. After six tural industry. Mr. Faust's home
j-months' study under Ruffo, Mr. address is Denmark, South CaroMaxwell went to New York lina.
The foreign service is the field
I where he soon was given a sing- operating arm of the Department
| ing role in "The Music Box Re- of State which represents the
e," top Brodwy musicl produc- United States government abroad.
tion of 1923.
, It consists of more than 11,000
That same year, he was signed employees at 300 consular and
missions
scattered
I by the National Broadcasting diplomatic
through the world. Through these
I Company, and thus launched his posts, the United States conducts
I radio career Few radio person- its business with other nations.
alities have attained the record
In addition to their well-known
Ihe has set in a quarter-century diplomatic functions, officials of
lof broadcasting. He has ap- the foreign service perform many
peared on an estimated 11,000 other services for this government
and its citizens.
Ibroadcasts.
These services include the isSinaa 1945, when he began to suance of passports and visas,
Idevote most of his time to Vet- economic and political reporting,
lerans Hospital Programs, Mr. reporting for the benefit of Amer■ Maxwell has appeared at more ican business on possible markets
for U. S. products or possible
ih'an 300 hospitals and churches
supplies of raw materials, proleach year, an average of almost tecting American citizens azroad.
|pne a day.
At one time or another, officials
It is the purpose of bringing of the foreign service may be
bheer and comfort to hospital- charged with performing any or
|i»ed veterans that Richard Max- all of these functions in posts
|well has dedicated his life.
ranging from Cape Town to HelAl and Ivy Walsh have appear- sinki or from Buenos Aires to
led on the Studebaker Program Rangoon.
|(ABC) and will sing solos and
Iduets accompanied by Ivy's
|Frontalini Accordian.
Veterans Hospital Programs,
now in its fourth year of operation, is a national, nonprofit organization supported
by the Prostestant Churches of
America. Since 1945, an average of more than 150 entertainment programs have been
given each year in Veterans'
hospitals. Hundreds of radios
have been distributed among
individual patients as part of
the unit's appearances. This
year approximately one thousand radios will be given to
disabled veterans, all paid for
by the funds raised through the
Prostestant churches.
There will be no admission
Charge. At the close of the program, an offering will be revived for the support of Veterans Hospital Programs.

Frank McClure, electrical engineering senior of Varnville was
injured in an automobile accident
Friday afternoon, February 17,
just below Greenwood.
McClure suffered a compressed
vertebra and will remain in bed
in a cast for about two months.
He will have to wear a brace for
two or three years after he has
sufficiently recovered to get out
of bed.
He will leave the Greenwood
Hospital Wednesday morning in
an ambulance which will carry
him home. He was on Company
C-4 at Clemson, and had expected to graduate in June.
No one else was seriously injured in the accident, although
there were several other students
involved in the wreck.

)eramies Society Installed Here
if Banquet; Charter Presented
The Clemson Ceramics Departnent announces the installation
kf a local chapter of the American Ceramics Society on Satur»
lay evening, February 18, at a
banquet held in honor of the occasion.
The banquet was highlighted by
In installation ceremony and the
presentation of a charter to the
lew chapter by Charles S. Pearce,
lational secretary of the Arneri|a"n Ceramics Society.
L. R. Whitaker, trustee of A.
S., John Wells, Columbia Pipe
lb., and Bill Cross, Carolina Cerajiics Co., were among the disJnguished guests attending. Also
(resent was a delegation of nine
judents and several faculty mem|ers from the ACS chapter of

Georgia Tech, and the head of
Ceramics Engineering from North
Carolina State.
Harold E. Bishop, Ceramics engineering junior of Central, was
elected to the office of president
of the student ACS; George J.
Bishop, mechanical engineering
sophomore, of Anderson, will
serve as vice president; and James
T. Hough, chemical engineering
junior of Charlotte, N. C, will
assume office of secretary.
The
prograjp chairman will be Arthur
H. Harlee, mechanical engineering freshman of Florence.
Membership to the Clemson
chapter is open to all Ceramics
engineering students. Notices of
future meetings will be sent oui
along with invitations to attend.

Members of the Tiger Brotherhood will begin circulating
a petition through the student body next Monday, February
27, to determine if the proposed new Alma Mater tune is to
be adopted.
Contrary to a proposal voiced*
in The Tiger last week that every
student be asked to vote either
(1) for the present tune, or (2)
for the new tune, or (3) for a
change if he is in favor of neither of the two tunes, it is the
plan that the petition be such
that only those in favor of the
proposed new tune will sign. It
is deemed that if a majority of
the students subscribe to such a
petition the* new tune may beTwo positions on the Senior
come official.,
This plan was chosen because Council, vacated by the recent
it is felt that it would be out of graduation of W. J. Brown and
order for a student organization P. R. Lunsford, will be filled at
to call a referendum on the Alma
Mater question; whereas,
it an election to be held on March 6.
would be 'in order for such a Balloting will take place in front
group to initiate a petition for a of the post office on this date bespecified change.
tween the hours of 9 a. m. and 5
The;feeling that Clemson needs p. m.
a distinctive Alma Mater tune
Six students have been nomihas been felt by many for a long
time. It is common knowledge nated by the Senior Council to
that the present Alma Mater tune fill these positions. The nominees
used by Clemson is used by many are Sam L. Pettit, civil engineerqther colleges and high schools
in the country. This attempt to ing senior of Pauline; McNeil
change Clemson's Alma Mater is Howard, arts and- science senior
no denunciation of the musical«from Americus, Ga.; B. K. Sutton.
merits of the "Far Above Cayu- textile manufacturing senior of
ga's Waters" tune. The move- Greenville; Bill Craven, agriculment in favor of Clemson's adopting an original and distinctive tural senior of Bamberg; J. F.
tune is inspired by a sincere in- Craig, pre med senior of Eastterest in the glory of Clemson.
over; and Curtis Wilson, senior
The proposed new tune was of Allendale.
written by Professor Hugh H.
Any other student who desires
McGarity in response to a plea
to
place his name on the ballot
by the Tiger Brotherhood. The
Tiger Brotherhood is deeply may petition the Senior Council
grateful to Prof. McGarity for for the addition to the nominees.
his contribution and for his inThe petition must be signed by at
terest in this matter. "It is
hoped that all of the students least 25 students, and must be
have become adequately familiar placed in the Senior Council sugwith the proposed new tune to gestion box, located on the bullejudge it wisely," said A. J. Banks, tin board in the first floor hall
president of the Brotherhood. A
recording of the new music is of the Main Building, byJ-Feb. 28.
Candidates must have a grade
being played daily in the mess
hall.
point ratio of three, and they
"There is no prescribed pro- must also be seniors.
cedure for a case such as this.
The election will be of a pluDr. R. F. Poole voiced the opinrality
type, one in which the two
ion that the matter is for the students to decide. Since the ma- ■men receiving the largest number
jority rules in democracy, the pe- of votes will be declared the wintition of a majority of the stu- ners.
dents should be recognized."
Students may vote for any two
Banks concluded.
men from the list of candidates. "

2 Senior Council

J. B. Faust, 1918
Grad, Transfers
To Dublin Post

Clemson Student
Injured In Wreck

Tiger Brotherhood To Circulate Petition
Among Students About Alma Mater Change

Members Will Be

Elected On Mar. 6

Richard Maxwell, noted performer, will be' one of a group
of entertainers who will perform at the Methodist Church
Friday evening. The group is
appearing as a Veteran Hospital unit benefit.

Nu Epsilon Elects
Ashton President
John P. Ashton, textile engineering sophomore of Philadelphia, Pa., was named- president
of Nu Epsilon at a meeting on
Feb. 16.
Frank J. Holcombe, agriculture
sophomore of Summit, N .J., was
elected vice president; Alvin Zatcoff, textile manufacturing freshman of Philadelphia, Pa., will fill
the post of secretary; and Thomas
M. Croke, civil engineering junior,
also of Philadelphia, assumes office as treasurer.
Plans are under way to select'
a new faculty advisor to fill the
position vacated by Prof. E. B.
Berry who has left Clemson.
Np Epsilon is composed of students from the northern states.
Students from the New England
states, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, or New York are eligible for
membership. Interested students
are requested to contact one of the
officers of the club.

Simons On Recent
Radio Broadcast
Henry M. Simons Jr., assistand agricultural editor of the
South Carolina Experimental
Station at Clemson, recently was
on the National Farm and Home
Hour radio program. This program was broadcast over WSMB,
an affiliate of NBC, from New
Orleans.
The theme of the program was'
"Southern Agriculture on the
March." Master of ceremonies
was Jack Flowers, who is extension editor for Mississippi
State College. H. C. Sanders, a
Clemson graduate of 1919, who
is now Director of the Louisiana
Agricultural Extension Service,
was also on the program.
The latest developments in
Southern Agriculture were discussed.

New Members Will
Be Token By ASM E
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers will meet in
the Riggs Hall Auditorium on
Tuesday, February 28, for the
purpose of taking in new members. All juniors and seniors
majoring in mechanical engineering, who are not members,
are eligible for membership.
Also at the meeting, a discussion will be started regarding
the engineers and architects Day.
This event will be held on April
14, 15, and 16 at Clemson.
The initiation for the new
members will begin on the date
of the meeting.

YMCA Cabinet And Staff Will Be Guests
Of Governor Al Dinner Set For Feb. 25
Members of the Clemson College Young Men's Christian As
sociation Staff and Cabinet will
be guests of Governor and Mrs.
J. Strom Thurmond at dinner on
Saturday evening, February 25.
Mr. P. B Holtzendorff, Jr. has
been the General Secretary of
the Clemson 'Y' for the past 37
years and is official advisor to
all Clemson Y. M. C. A. activities.
Mr. J. R. R Cooper, Asso.ciate
Secretary of the Clemson 'Y', is
responsible for the intramural
sports program and other activities sponsored by the 'Y* for college students and children in the
Clemson vicinity He is also
Dean of the Southern Student
Training Conference held at Blue
Ridge, N. C. .
The other guests are Clemson
students who are members of
the Y M. C. A. Cabinet, the
governing body of the Y. M. C.
A. student activities. W. Wayne

r

I Three Clemson men will attend
the third annual meeting of the
South Carolina' Crop Improvement Association, which will be
held at the Wade Hampton Hotel,
in Columbia, from 9:30 a. m. to
3:30 p.' m. on Wednesday, Mar.
1. They are Dr. R. F. Poole,
president, Clemson College; Dr.
H. P. Cooper, director, S. C. Experiment Station; and Mr. D. W.
Watkins, director, S. C Extension
Service. These men will be afforded an opportunity of hearing
Dr. W. M. Myers, head agronomist in charge, Division of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Beltsville,
Maryland, and will also give talks
on the theme, "Good Seed all
the Way from Producer to Consumer."
In announcing Dr. Myers as
the principal speaker R. H. Garrison, in charge, Seed Certification and secretary of the Association, says: "Dr. Myers will
discuss 'Whose Job Is It' and this
will prove most interesting to
every person whether it be the
producer, the consumer, the processor, the seedman or the agricultural worker. He is the author of a great number of scientific articles and has a keen appreciation of the value of good
seed."
A most cordial invitation is extended to all interested parties
to be present for this meeting.

Tickets went on sale this week
for the Barter Theater production of Moliere's "Imaginary Invalid" which will be presented
(See Picture on Page 3)

in the Cpllege Chapel March 7
at 8:15 under the joint sponsorship of Blue Key and Little
Theater. A spokesman for the
two groups said that tickets are
selling at a much faster rate than
was expected, indicating a large
turnout for the presentation. |
Tickets are priced at $.90 for stu- ]
dents and $1.20 for adults and I

may be purchased from any
member of the two organizations.
The plot of the play revolves
around Argan, a man who imagines he has every disease and
sickness that medical science has
named and then some. This
severe case of hypochondria naturally brings with it a medical
bill of phenomenal proportions.
A frugal man, Argan decides
that it would be wise to marry
off one of his highly attractive
daughters to a doctor, thereby
getting at least a family discount
on the bill for his aches and
pains.
From this point on the plot
takes all the surprising turns
and twists characteristic of a
French farce. A chief contributing factor to the ensuing turmoil is Bellina, Argan's wife

Play Featuring Many Stars Of Little
Theater To Be Presented In Chapel

"Dear Ruth," a Broadway comedy, will be presented
March 1 and 2 by the Clemson Little Theater in the College
Chapel. A two act play involving love letters and long distance love making, the production will begin at 8:30 p. m.
each evening and lasts about two hours, according to Mrs.
Polly Lowry, director.
— ♦ Tickets may be bought from
members of Little Theater or
at the gate.
Polly Veale, wife of a Clemson
student, leads the cast as "Ruth,"
big sister to ' "Miriam," played
by Juanita Armstrong, also a student's wife. Miriam has been
busy with a multitude of "projects" on of which has been a
long series of love letters to an
Air Force lieutenant, all signed
The annual Booby King Contest with her big sister's name.
Complications 'arise when the
will begin on Monday, February lieutenant, William Seawright,
27, and a ballot booth will be played by William Terry, comes
placed in front of the Juice Shop. to town all full of romantic imAnyone may vote for any per- pulses for Ruth. Ruth, a statueson on the campus whom he con- que brunette, meanwhile carries a torch for Albert Kummer,
siders worthy of such an acclaim- who is portrayed by Professor
v
ed title.
Ray Tyner of the English departPersons may write their candi- ment. The aggravated parents
date's name on the outside of an of the two girls are Judge Harry
and Mrs. Edith Wilkins. Mrs.
envelope and enclose as many Forrest Cookson plays the mother
votes as desired at one cent per role and Mr. I. A. Trively, professor in the Civil Engineering
vote.
After Monday, the twelve lead- department, plays opposite her.
Most of these are new on the
ing candidates' names will be
Clemson stage making -their first
placed on jars for each and votes appearance here in "Dear Ruth."
then be made by depositing
The supporting cast includes
State Meet Attended may
money within
several seasoned players. In a
The votes will be tabulated familiar role is Morey Lipton, inBy Town Officials
each afternoon by the officers of structor In zoology, playing the
L. P. Crawford, mayor of the the Junior Class and the results part of Harold Klobbermyer.
town of Clemson, and two town announced over the speaker in Beaafort Gardner, a find of Litcouncilmen attended a meeting of the Mess Hall each day at supper. tle Theater's summer production
the State Municipal Association Also there will be a list of the "Oar Town," is Sgt. "Chuck"
current standings posted daily be- Vincent. Dora, the colored maid,
Monday, February 20.
is played by Llbba McGarity,
Town councilmen
attending hind the ballot booth.
This election will end midday who also appeared in "Our
were John W. LaGrone, associate
professor of mathematics, a n 4 Saturday, March 4, and the final Town."
Jack Lesley of Easley heads
William ' B. Williams, associate results will be announced in the
the
production staff as Producprofessor of weaving and design- Tiger the following week.
ing.
The proceeds of the contest tion Manager, Serving with him
The program included several will be used to aid in the financ- in the backstage work on the
play are Jimmy Beall, master
speeches on civic affairs and ing of the Junior-Senior Banelectrician and stage manager;
quet.
revenue problems.
W. Schwiers, master carpenter;
I. L. Langley, publicity; also,
Ben Smith, house manager. Directing ticket sales is E. C.
Schofield, assisted by Ollie
Stukes, president of Little Theater. Prop man is Jack Skerratt
with Jim Callaham and Jack
Norris as stage hands.
t .
♦
A special set has been designed
Professor Donald D. Curtis,
for this production by John Mchead of mechanics and hydrauCulloch, of the school of architecture. McCulloch has overlics department, has been apcome several .technical difficulpointed as a member of the Adties'presented by the Clemson
visory Committee of the National
stage. A modern decor is being
Rivers and Harbors Congress by
developed for the set, a refreshCongressman James B. Hare of
ing change from the Victorian
Saluda, South Carolina. Dr. S.
atmosphere of recent productions.
B. Earle, dean of the school of
The Little Theater presented
engineering, recommended Pro"Angel Street" earlier this fall,
fessor Curtis for the appointment.
and plans to present another,
Professor Qurtis was cited as
play later in the spring. Memone who is interested in the
bers of Little Theater are also
problems of flood control, navicooperating in sponsoring Bargation, irrigation, and land and
ter Theatre's production of Mowater conservation.
liere's "Imaginary Invalid."
The work of the National Rivers
and Harbors Congress has received the highest commendations of the President, cabinet
members, and other high officials.
The Congress is a non-partisan
DONALb D. CUKTIS
The nominating committee of
organization dedicated to the
conservation and development
the "Y" cabinet has chosen canof our water and land resources
didates for president, vice presifor all beneficial purposes.
dent, and secretary of the "Y"
— Professor Curtis has been askfor
the 1950-1951 term. Jimmy
ed to cooperate with the ConStovall, Bill Ashley, and Jimmy
gress toward the advancement of
a sound and orderly development
Cushman were chosen candidates
of our land and water resources
Mr. F. E. Bobo, Jr., of Gray for president; and Jack Padgett
by advising as to any projects
and Gene McLeod for secretary.
in or which affect the state of Court, was named "Young Man
In the election, there will be
of the Year" by the Junior ChamSouth Carolina.
two
main ballots, the first having
(Continued on Page 3)
ber of Commerce of Gainesville,
Ga., for 1949 at their annual Key the men running for president
Award banquet held Thursday and vice president. The person
night, February 16. Mr. Bobo receiving the largest number of
graduated with a -bachelor's de- votes on this ticket will be president and the person receiving the
gree in Chemical Engineering second largest will be vice preswho loves him only for his from Clemson in May, 1938. He ident.
On the second ballot, which is
money and looks elsewhere for is now employed as manager of
for secretary, the man with the
means of satisfying her other the Graybourn Mills.
majority of votes will be elected.
wants. Solution of the troubles
A secret committee picked Mr.
The election will be held at
is not helped any by Toinet, a
servant girl, who masterminds Bobo on the basis of "his willing- the ,"Y" on March 5 and 6.
the final outcome by using her ness to undertake and determinawoman's wiles to influence" Ar- tion to successfully execute, any
Prefer Cow College
gan's actions.
civic duty assigned to him." Mr.
Moliere, the author of the play,
is usually called a "transition David Rankin, president of the Men To All Others
dramatist" by students of the Jaycees, made the presentation.
Limestone College girls, acdrama. His were the first plays
Mr. Bobo has been a participant cording to their school newspathat had any of the attributes of in numerous civic activities and per, prefer- dates with Clemson
modern drama.
The "Imaginary Invalid" was has been closely identified with men.
The University of North Carothe last play written by Moliere. Scouting. He has served as Scoutlina
is second choice of the 150
He was ill, nearly dying, at the master of Boy Scout Troop 26 of
girls polled, followed by The Cittime he wrote it. It was first Gainesville, since 1939.
adel, Limestone Veterans, Wofpresented at the Palais Royal
Mr. Lee Price, state Jaycee ford, Presbyterian, the University
Theatre in Paris. Moliere himself played the part of Argan in president, was at the banquet to of South Carolina and Georgia
Tech.
witness thf presentation.
this first presentation.

Booby Contest To

Commence Monday
At Juice Shop

Curtis Appointed To National Harbor

Advisory Committee By Congressman

Moliere s "Imaginary Invalid' Scheduled

Tickets On Sale
Two Former Tiger Men
For Barter Group
Address English Class
Play On March 7
Two Clemson newsmen have
been* guest speakers in Professor
John D. Lane's English at Work
class.
Edward L. B. Osborne, director
of the Clemson News Bureau,
spoke Monday, February 13. Mr.
Osborne is a former editor of the
Tiger.
H. M. Simons, Jr., assistant
agricultural editor of the Clemson
Experiment Station, spoke at the
class meeting Monday, February
20. Simmons is a former associate editor of the Tiger.
Both gave a critical discussion
of the Tiger.

Ballentine is President of the Y.
M. C. A., and is also serving as
Co-Chairman of Southern Student Training Conference William P. Roberts is Vice-President
and song- leader for 'Y' Vespers
on Sunday. Arthur J. Banks is
Secretary of the Association and
is past president of the Statewide Student Training Conference.
Chairman and members of the
Cabinet committees also include
W. T. Ashley, Membership and
Finance; Julian F. Craig, Church
and 'Y' Cooperation; James E.
Cushman, Vespers; John E. Dent,
World Relation and World Service; and Hollis L. Hance, Social and Entertainment.
Also Kenneth E. Lewis, Recreation and Sports; H. Eugene McLeod, Evening Watch; William L.
Mathias, Music; Theo L. Monroe,
Forum; James D. Neighbors, Inter-Collegian Representative; Jack
(Continued on Page 3)

3 Clemson Men To
Attend Crop Meet

YMCA Committee
Names Aspirants

Gainesville Club

Honors Graduate
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about the wild (Hie) ride thafl
"Country" Smith" Red Woodhan
and James Alexander took arounc
the Clemson (Hie) campus al
four o'clock Sunday morning.
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that he (Oscar) has been wait- with Harry MacDonald. How's
ing for this chance. You might the new coat, Lib?
say that he (Oscar) is even
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) hopes the "ill
eager.
wind'' that was blowing between
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) was very dis- Bundy and Stanly Saturday afappointed because his predeces- ternoon has died out.
sors escaped punishment after all
OSCAR SAYS
that nasty name calling.
that after all "gentlemen," no
OSCAR SAYS
dame is worth the breaking of a
that if you think they were "beautiful" friendship.
nasty—you ain't seen nothing
—OSCAR SAYS
yet.
that the "dance' routine put on
OSCAR SAYS
by Gilbert Bundy and Larry Stanthat he (Oscar)' thinks the C.
D. A. is doing a fine job at im- ley at the "Y" cabin Saturday
proving the racial question in was wonderful. Which one of
you boys stepped on the other's
South Carolina. Who's it gonna'
be for Junior-Senior, boys, Louis toes?
OSCAR SAYS
Jordan or Cab Calloway?
that many of the troops did
OSCAR SAYS
that much dirt was gotten on "take drunk" Saturday night.
OSCAR SAYS
the troops over the weekend, but
that he (Oscar) knows all
most of it is not printable.

The much discussed song change will be furthered Monday when a petition is circulated through the barracks. The
opinion of the student body is desired on this issue, and each
man is urged to vote When the paper is handed to him.
There is only one thing wrong with the petition, only
those who are for or against the proposed song will be permitted to vote. Last week, the Tiger voiced the opinion that
such a petition should include a space for those students who
feel a change is in order, but do not care for the proposed
song.
In a news story on page one of this issue, the Tiger Brotherhood states that it feels it should not call a referendum on
the Alma Mater question. The organization further states
that if a majority is in favor of the new song it may become
official. Suppose a majority of the students is in favor of
neither song, what type of official action will be taken?
If the new song does not carry a majority we will be back
where we started. We will still have the old song and will
not know if that is the desire of the student body. The Tiger
Brotherhood has spent a lot of time and effort on this project, and the members should be commended for their interest; but, the whole affair stands a chance of being useless.
The Brotherhood should forget about referendums and
worry about getting the true opinion of the student body.
The petition must carry a three-way choice in order to be
complete. The feelings of the students should be obtained
before a referendum is considered.
Let's narrow the question down to the exact desire before referendum is talked about.

Booby King
The annual Booby King contest will begin on Monday,
and the junior class officers have worked hard to put on this
project, thoroughly enjoyed by a large majority of the students. As most know, the Junior class is slightly in debt,
and the funds collected from this contest goes toward financing the Jr.-Sr. banquet. Last year the contest netted over
$100.
This year's voting should greatly exceed last year's, and
the funds should be much higher. Students may vote for
any candidate whom they deem worthy of this dtlbious honor.
From rumors around the campus, several students seem to
be very worthy of the title, and from all appearances, the
race will be hotly contested, what with dark horse candidates
entering during the final days for balloting.
To start off, students are requested to write the names of
their candidates on the front of an envelope and deposit it
in a box which will be located near the Juice Shop. Each
vote for a favorite will cost one cent, and this may also be
placed inside of the envelope.
The -twelve leading candidates, after the count Monday
night, will have their names placed on glass jars, and voters
may simply drop their pennies, dollars, or five dollars through
a slot in the top of the container. Results will be announced
each night at supper, and also posted on a roster which will
be mounted directly behind the balloting booth.
The contest will end promptly at noon the following
Saturday, the votes will be tabulated, and the winner announced as soon as possible.
The Junior class officers have requested that students
take an interest in the project, and have fun while helping
get them out of debt.
H. L. D.

that he (Oscar) feels sorry fpij
all the boys who didnt "makq
out" over the week-end.
OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) also feels sorvj
for some of those who did!
"Those weding bells are break-]
ing that ole gang of mine."
OSCAR SAYS

that the popular rumor is that]
Bill Costello proposed six timfe
Saturday night. What was thai
gal's name? Rose or Feather on
something of that nature oq
should he (Oscar) say Spirit?
-^SCAR SAYS

that seeing "To.io" in "Reach]
to Wear" Saturday night almost
caused chaos among his subjects^
OSCAR

SAYS

that his running mate (I ope-l
rate Ocean Drive all summer)l
Cromwell came down off hiJ
pedestal too. He (Oscar) neverT
knew "Lord" could move so fast.|
(Continued on Page 6)

OSCAR SAYS

that a certain young lady that Don't Get Me Wrong, But
he (Oscar) knows stays at home
with her fingers crossed while
hubby is out shaking the dice

Term System Could Can
Semesters' End A ilmenb

Song Petition

"DID WE PLUSH YOU ?

SAYS

. that he (Oscar) never knev
Joe and Bill loved coffee
much, or was it that "head" they,
had leaning up against the "Tiger
Den."

Wm. V. Costello

By Bill Chamness

faufilei
By SUSAN MANNING,
Phone 6793

Talk of the Town ....

Senior Privates Critical; Lawrence
Efficient; Table Manners Atrocious
By Charles Kennemore
There just ain't no justice! Last week at
the request, or perhaps instigation, of several
senior privates, I inserted a word or two
about their supposed plight in this space.
For that Ihave been roundly praised a few
nmes, and soundly condemned quite a few
more times.
I appreciate your plight, boys, about
having to wear the uniform and, etc.
What I think of the whole bloody sef-up
can be summed up very briefly in a few
rather pointed four-letter words.
However, I can't really sympathize with
you. I would like to refer you to the following in the 1948-1949 Clemson Agricultural College Record: pages 43-45, 52, 63-65.
Read rem and go cry in your beer! In referring you to these pages I am perhaps overbold in assuming you came to this particular
college voluntarily.
Ah, well, such is life!!!
Re Lawrence Letter to Tom Clemson
You, Mr. Lawrence, must be efficient—for
our good and the welfare of the college. Of
course we all realize that. It is undoubtedly
the desire for greater efficiency that urges
you to put a ticket on a car that stays twelve
minutes in a ten minute parking space, or
parks in a space marked "Out of Town Visitors" or "Administration" even though these
signs have long since obliterated.
But for the very acme of efficiency—of
late there seems to be plenty of parking space
in the areas behind the first and third barracks. This is understandable of course since
it is fifty yards or so further to walk. But
in the eighth barracks parking area there are
generally six or eight cars parked in the driving area. Of course, it is the desire for efficiency that causes you to seldom give a ticket
to these major offenders. I suppose that it
is perfectly all right to block eight or ten cars
that may want, or need, to get out? That's
O. K., let's just watch these little things. Is
that the idea?
Efficiency? Ha! ha! I know some much
better words. Want a lesson?
Bergman-Rosselini—It Even Makes
The Tiger
In recent weeks I have come to the conclusion that the Clemson student body shows
promise even to my warped way of thinking.
The specific incident that brings about this
comment is the much-publicized BergmanRosselini affair. My new found hope this
time rises from the fact that even in the face
of all the inane and stupid news and feature
stories springing from this incident, I have
heard very little said here on the campus.
Those few comments, on the whole, have
been non-committal or with a "So what?"
or "It's none of my business" attitude. That's
the proper viewpoint for my money.

Hey, Emily! Come A'Running!
I fear that I am not much of a student of
Emily Post. I believe in an occasional comfortable elbow on the table, the old left hand
helping with a hunk of bread sometimes, or
maybe reaching for a dish when everyone
appears busy. But even I draw a line. I
suppose that I come from as poor a home as
the average student here and much poorer
than many, but I'm awfully proud at times.
Maybe I'm wrong, but I was always taught
that when eating family style that ifwas not
correct to lick my fork clean and then use it
to paw over the food on the platter. At the
worst it isn't nice, and at best it is not very
sanitary. But I've noticed that it is a very
prevalent practice in the messhall here. Oh,
well, maybe I've been wrong all these years!
Dirty Dirt On Dirt
Evidently the impossible can still happen.
The janitor service in some of the buildings
has gone from bad to worse. Things have
come to a pretty sad state when the students
have to post a list of volunteers to keep the
classrooms swept regularly.
The situation in the Engine House last
year became so bad that a student organization instituted a clean-up campaign that was
successful for a little while. The A. S. T. E.,
a comparative newcomer on the campus, is
launching a similar drive in the Textile building. At the beginning of the semester the
architecture rooms were so filthy that the
boys had to take a day off to scrub down the
place, purely in self-protection of their drawings. I understand that the entire Textile
building has two janitors, and that these are
kept busy most of the time running errands
or delivering messages.
These are pretty much the facts; you can,
and maybe will, get some alibis.
The students are of course partially to
blame for the present situation and can be invaluable in improving things, but I cannot
see that it is really their responsibility
though they have made it their problem.
Someone within the interest of the students,
but with more power will have to act. These
people, whoever they are, should want to act,
to find some way to do so; they should be
required to do some.
Both the Engine House and the Textile buildings are frequent recipients of
V. I. P.'s. I can well imagine the favorable impression of Clemson they take
away with them.

Everyone likes the news, and
I don't mean gossip. I mean
news "fresh from the market."
Surely each of you has a choice
bit to pass on to me, your very
new and inexperienced society
editor for the prefab dwellers.
All you have to do is to call me
by twelve o'clock Monday, and
your special news item will appear in that week's edition of
The Tiger. I bring you today
the following news.
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
Peter Anderson, of 100 Morrison
Rd., has returned from a visit
with Mrs. H. E. Patterson, whose
husband is a Commander in the
Navy at Pensecola, Fla. Mrs.
Anderson and Mrs. Patterson are
originally from Australia.
Mr. and Mrs. James I. Simpson have moved to Piedmont
where he has taken a position
with his father in the Contracting
Business. We wish you success
in your new home.
Mr. 'and Mrs. E. A. LaRoche
announce the birth of a daughter,
Mellie Anne, who was born February 9, at the Anderson Memorial Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Blackwelder have also been receiving
congratulations on the birth of a
son, Herbert Jr., who arrived
January 22 in Clinton.
Mr. Gus Stewart attended the
Southern Agricultural Workers
Convention in Biloxi, Miss. During the conference, Mrs. Stewart
and daughter, Diane, visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Mitchell in New Orleans.
All the friends of little Tal
Seabrooks will be glad to hear
that he is out of the hospital
and is now back in Clemson.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cook, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Veal, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles McGee attended
Dollar Day in Greenville last
•week.
Mrs. W. S. Moore from'York,
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. Scott and daughter,
Frances, of Woodridge Ave.
Mrs. Jim Maxwell of Elberton,
Ga., and Miss Martha Maxwell
of Winston Salem, N. C, spent
the day with Mrs. Gilbert Robinson of 44 Newman Circle.
We welcome back Mr. and
Mrs. William McKay of 129 Jersey Lane after spending a delightful two weeks vacation with
her parents of Quitman; Miss.,
and his parents of Hendersonville, N. C.
I have saved the best and most
interesting news for the last. We
are all so glad to welcome Mr
and Mrs. Karl Bindschendler of
Sweden to Clemson. We are delighted that they are with us and
hope they will feel at home on
our campus.

Final exams aren't so far behind us that I have forgotter
what a gruelling ordeal they were. By the time they were
over and I was stumbling my way to the bumming line, I was!
suffering from ever$ malady common to oid age. I had ben
come accustomed to eye-strain, backache, and chronic head-]
aches, but it took two full weeks of home cooked.chicken anc
dumplins to cure me of the acute malnutrition that had set in.J
By the time eighteen weeks of semester are spent, most
professors have covered all or most of a volume on their par-|
ticular subject. It is natural for them to expect the students j
to be familiar with every minute detail covered in the classroom and some that were not covered. To review a wholel
book for each course taken is a job so immense that I shudderl
to think that there are only sixteen more weeks til next|
exam time.
Now, I am aware that the proper way to prepare for ex-l
ams is to keep up from day to day with each and every course,!
and at the end of the semester to thumb through the books!
hurriedly, and then go to a sexy movie to relax. This tried |
and proved method is applied by about one-tenth of one percent of the total student body on this and every other cam-|
;pus.
The generally accepted method here and elsewhere is tol
"goof oil" all semester and then When exams come up endan-l
ger health, happiness, and general wellbeing by cramming,!
staying up all night every night, and cursing the miserable I
lot of the long-suffering college student. This practice is the I
most incurable quirk of human nature ever imposed uponj
homo sapiens.
Be ye not dismayed, however; there is a solution, or at I
least a way of partially alleviating the hopeless dilema in
which we, as struggling students, find ourselves once perj
semester. The answer to our fervent prayers lies in the quarter system.
'
This system is one under which the usual nine months I
year is broken up into three rather than two terms. As you
can see, this involves more exams per year, but they do not
cover as much territory as do our semi-annual nemeses. That |
is not, however, the real beauty of the system.
Eighteen weeks is much too long in any one class under I
one professor. By the time I have sweated out four and aJ
half months in the same course I am so sick of the subject,!
professor, myself and my fellow students that it is a matter
of indifference to me whether or not I even pass the miserable
exam. Not only that, but after that length of time I have
usually worn out my welcome with the professor. Under
the quarter system we would have to spend only three months j
on the same subject, in one sitting that is.
It is obvious that a change over from one system to another would entail a great deal of trouble and expense on the j
part of the administration, and they might not be equipped
to make this change at the present time. But I would like to |
bring to their attention that we are customers, in a rather ]
broad sense, and while I do not agree that the customer is
always right, I do think that this plan merits the consideration of the powers that be.
Possibly a better plan could be worked out to mitigate
the exam system under which we are now slaving. Maybe
tests could be given at the midpoint of the semester covering
the work taken up until then and another test given to cover
the final half of the semester. That would be a cheap substitute, but at least a step in the right direction.

&z$4 *pi**n Otfa* &>tU$e Ka$6
By LeRoy Doar
Oh, if we only wrote "Oscar,"
what a world of material we
would have after this past weekend. That is neither here or there
so we will start off with a group
of jokes that come to us on a very
scented stationary
which we
might add smells much better than
some of 'the jokes.
She was a gorgeous creature,
He was a doting male,
He admired her figure in
English,
And wanted to prove it in
Braile.
M. W. i

These two buildings house two of our top
schools and a department that we are trying
to improve vastly. Surely they deserve the
wherewithal to keep fairly decent in appearEven when a girl is as pretty
ance.
as a picture, most fellows like to
There are many excuses for this state of have a peek at the frame.
filth, but there is not a good one in the lot.
Mary Washington
Any of you students know anything about
Cab Dricer: "Do I take the next
power politics?

turn, Buddy?"
Cadet: "Hell no, this
girl."

is

my

or beast."
•
(Any similarity between the
answers found hare and the truth
is a down right lie.)

Kitty has just gotten a new biBefore the New Look you coul4
cycle, and now she peddles it all
see that a girl was knockkneed—■.
over town.
now you have to listen.
You've heard that old song—
Many a girl's negative personal"Did You Ever Get That Feeling ity has been developed in a dark,
in the Moonlight?" or It's Hard to room.
Find the Outhouse in the Dark.
M. W. C.
Jacko
Winthrop Girl: "I'll go out in
the moonlight with you if you
Cadet: "Do you smoke?"
promise not to kiss me."
A. C. Girl: "No."
Rat: "All right, I promise."
"Cadet: 'Do you drink?"
Winthrop Girl: "Well, in thai, j
A. C. Girl: "No!"
case there is no use in going out
Cadet: "Do you pet?"
in the moonlight."
A. C. Girl: "No."
Cadet: "Do you eat hay?"
Drunk in a phone booth: "NumA. C. Girl: 'Of course not."
Cadet:
"Great scott, woman, ber hell, I want my peanuts."
Rambler
you'er not fit company for man
I
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Foreign

s- Studying Textiles Here

Swedish Couple Find New Home Here

N. H. U. Present Says Students Too
Mercenary; Favors College Expansion

'Just Perfect'; Worried About Referee
By BILL CHAMMESS
and
SUSAN MANNING

Chesterfield Men
Give Cigarettes

Karl Bindschelder, young textile
expert from Sweden, has recently
enrolled in the School of Textiles
at Clemson where he plans to
stuffy the American textile industry. He will stay here for a period
of six months before he returns
to Gottenburg Sweden, where he
is an executive in the ancestrial
textile plants of his father-in-law.
Accompanied by his attractive
wife, Margareta, Mr. Bindschelder
arrived in New Orleans" six
months ago. Determined to get
the real and basic story of the
South's principal crop, cotton,
they went to Arkansas and participated in the complete cycle of
cotton from the menial task of
the cotton-picker through v the
finishing mills of that section of
the United States.
■
While in Arkansas Mr. Bindchelder was named to the coveted position of "Arkansas Traveler." This is an honorary plaudit
bestowed on less than a dozen
people each year by the state of
Arkansas, and these people are
then considered good will missionaries from that state.
Mr. Bindschelder was born in
Lucerne, Switzerland, and
studied medicine at a university
in that country. While in college he became tennis and ski
champion, and it was at a tennis
match in Neuchatel, Switzerland
where he met his wife. She had
come from Sweden to study
American Welding Society has elected William Melynk, archiFrench at the girls school at Neu- announced its annual contest for tectural engineering junior or
Brooklyn, N. Y., president for the
chatel, and was invited to a party articles on welding.
current semester.
given to the ^isiting tennis playFour awards will be made. The
ers where she met Karl.
Other officers elected were
author of the best paper will reThey saw a great deal of each ceive $200.00, with the author of Archie Bunger, mechanical engiother before her return to Swed- the second best paper receiving neering junior of Richmond, Va.,
en, but it was not until he had $150.00. The student publication vice president; Kenny Blyth, elecbroken his leg in a ski race that printing the article will receive -trical engineering sophomore of
Charleston, secretary; and Al Anthey became engaged. As he put like awards.
it, "She took advantage of my
Any undergraduate of any col- dryaitis, textile manufacturing
weakened condition."
lege or university, in the United sophomore of Pittsburg, Pa., serKarl and Margareta were mar- States, its possessions, or Canada, geant-at-arms.
John Asht6n of Philadelphia
ried in June of 1948 after her is eligible. The paper must be
father had pursuaded Karl to published in an undergraduate will remain treasurer.
give up medicine and pursue the publication in the interval betextile engineering profession. tween April 1, 1949, and April 1,
Karl started at the bottom in his 1950. Six copies of the publicafather-in-law's plant. He work- tion must be reeeived at the office
ed on the early morning shift and of the American Welding Society,
studied textile engineering dur- 33 West 39th Street, New York
ing the evening. He received the 18, N. Y., before 5 p. m., April
usual three-year degree in one 10, 1950, marked to the attention
year.
of the Chairman of the EducaWhen asked what he thought tional Committee.
of the Clemson School of Textiles
Subject matter of the paper
Mr. Bindschelder's immediate de- may be on any phase of any type
scription was, "just perfect." In of welding or its application to
elaborating he said that Clem- design and construction.
son's school offered courses and
The paper will be judged by a
machinery study that are not group selected by the Educational
available in Europe. The Clemson Committee of the American Weld
campus is "like ^ a paradise" to ing Society. Judging shall be
the Bindschelders. Margarita, in based on originality of subject,
perfectly flawless English, ex- originality, and clarity of presenplained that the feeling of fellowship and companionship of tation and the thoroughness with
the students is what struck them which the subject is presented.
as most remarkable.
Before their arrival in our Dr. Rhyne Visits First
country this friendly couple had
the typical foreign opinion of I Grandchild; Baby Girl
Americans. After their close asDr. O. P. Rhyne, professor of
sociation with a general cross- German, went to Durham, N C,
section of American people, they I Sunday, February 2, to visit his
found that the chrome and glitter I daughter, who had one week beof the Hollywood movies is not I fore given ^ birth to a 6 pound
an accurate representation. Now ' baby daughter in the Duke Methey aret taxing their six lan- morial Hospital.
guages to find complimentary ad- ' This is Doctor Rhyne's first
jectives to describe their love grandchild, but he says that he
for the United States and its peo- hopes he has many more.
pie. They feel that to know^ a
Dr. Rhyne's daughter, nojv
country one must know its peo- Mrs. Carl S. Blythe, is doing fine
ple, and thus far they have had and so is the granddaughter, who
little trouble feeling right at has been named Bryon Elaine
home in any company.
Blyth.
The one disappointing aspect
of college life in this country was the Southwest and finally Calia recent basketball game which fornia, where they hope to visit
they witnessed in the Clemson the actress Marta Toren, who was
Fieldhouse. They found it noisy a friend of the family in Sweden.
and could not understand the
The Binderschelders are curthreats, jeers, and boos which; rently making their home in the
shook the rafters. The attractive I Episcopal rectory with Rev. and
couple wondered if the specta- Mrs. Emmett Gribbin.
tors really intended to "kill the;
referee."
The Binderschelders, who are |
fast becoming a typical Southern
couple, plan to leave Clemson in
September and continue their
educational tour of America's
MCNS SHOP
textile plants. They plan to visit ,

Jeff McMahan, textile manufacturing senior of Columbia,
and Harry Dukes, textile manufactring junior of Newberry,
have recently been appointed
Chesterfield representatives on
the Clemson campus.
Free cigarettes will be given to
some students each week, and
various quiz programs in student publications will give Chesterfields as prizes, according to
information received from the
representatives.
They will stop several students each week to see what
brand of cigarettes they are
smoking, and' if they are smoking Chesterfields, they will icceive a free package of cigarettes.

US Civil Service
Has Job Openings
Applications are being accepted by the U. S. Civil Service
Commission for Field Representatives and Rural Electrification
Engineers.
No written test is required. To
qualify, applicants must meet a
basic requirement of appropriate
education or education and experience, and in addition must
have had pertinent experience of
a higher level. Age limits,
waived for persons entitled to
veteran preference, are from 18
to 62.
Applications are also being actcepted for engineer, chemist,
^physicist, and " metallurgist positions for aeronautics laboratories
Virginia, California, and1 Ohio.
To qualify for the jobs, appli|ants must have had appropriate
ollege education in the field for
trhich they apply and must, in
addition, pass a written test. Applications are desired from students who expect to complete the
required courses by June 30,
1950.
Detailed information and application forma concerning these
position*, may be obtained from
most poet offices, from Civil
Service , regional offices, or by
writing to the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington,
25, T>. C.

Welding Society
Announces Contest

DAR Hears Field
Worker At Meet
Mrs. P. S. McCoHum was hostess for a meeting of the local
chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution on Tuesday,
February 209. Mrs. Jimmy Lever, Mrs. Allen of Central, and
Mrs. Winslow Sloan were assistant hostesses for this meeting, to
which'each member invited a
guest.
Mrs. Frank Dargan spoke to the
group of 75 ladies on the subject
of Tamassee, a children's school in
Oconee County. The 400 children
in the school, for which Mrs. Dargan is field worker, work on the
poultry and cattle farm and perform other duties.
The school was founded by Mrs.
F. H. H. Calhoun.
A musical program followed the
lain part of the session. Frances
iBooker presented a piano solo.
[Marcia Poole rendered a vocal
solo, accompanied by Mrs. R. F.
Poole; Emily Stephenson played
la violin solo; and Nancy Hunter
presented a piano solo.

irtis Appointed
(Continued, from Page -1)
The Congress is an intermediate between the public and
governmental agencies, responsible for river development and
land preservation.
Recommendations and resolutions adopted by the Congress
are presented by committees to
the President of the United
States, the properly congressional
committees, the Chief of Army
Engineers, and other appropriate
officials and agencies.
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housing
College education loses sight of solution." Temporary
its objective if the only thought which the government furnished
is toward a big pay check for served well for the few years falcollege-trained individuals, ac- lowing the war, he declared, but
cording to Dr. Arthur S. Adams, it can no longer be counted on
president of the University of because it is temporary and is not
New Hampshire. Dr. Adams de- feasible to maintain as perma"From all parts of the
clared here recently that when nent.
we become concerned that there country we have reports that the
may not be enough high-salaried temporary housing is approaching
jobs available for all the college a state of disuse; that the cost of
graduates of the future, we are maintenance alone will soon extaking a too limited view of the ceed possible rental charges."
The proposed amendment, which
reason for higher education.
"We must not forget the prin- would authorize colleges to borciple task of our colleges and row up to $300,000,000 at 2 1-2 per
universities should be education cent interest, would provide for
for living, not solely education to i financing of housing units at an
approximate cost of $1,500
per
make a living," he said.
student, Dr. Adams said. "Many
Referring to a book recently institutions, however, can n<jt
published by a' Harvard economist, build at that figure," he explainProf. Seymour.E. Harris, in which ed. "This.legislation would then
he said that the time may come be a substantial aid in the conwhen college graduates earn less ventional ways of financing which
than the non-college trained, are open to institutions."
President Adams declared: "I believe that the nation's educational
institutions have been concerned Air Force Inspection
all along and are now emphasizing more than ever the need for Team Here This Week
training in effective living, inAn Air Force Inspector General
stead of an easy way to become team was at Clemson on Februrich."
ary 20, 21 and 22, for the purpose
Dr. Adams predicted a contin- of inspecting the administrative
ued rise in college enrollment, and operational phase of the Air
despite the fact that most veter- ROTC unit.
Members of the team are Col.
ans have completed their education. He therefore favors an C. P. West, who graduated from
amendment to the National Hous- Clemson in 1927; Maj. P. V. Muling Act which would permit col- len, class of 1937 at the University
leges to borrow money for con- of Scranton; and Lt. FH. H. Foresstruction of new housing facili- ter, of the United States Military
ties. He said that high school Academy, class of 1939.
population, figures show that colleges "will see no let-up in the Textile Professor's
large number of young men and
women seeking higher education." Wife Dies Suddenly
High school enrollment last, year
Mrs. Merle P. Allen, wife of
was 6,236,000, he reported, but by W. O. Allen, knitting professor
1956' it will rise to 8,048,000.
of the school of textiles, died sud"We are not faced with a tem- denly at her home on Jersey Lane
porary problem, but our housing Friday night, Feb. 17. -Funeral
situation will be a permanent services were conducted in Ralcause of concern until we have eigh, N. C, Sunday afternoon,
succeeded in finding a permanent February 19.

Frederic Warriner, who plays the leading role in the Barter Theater production of "The Imaginary Invalid," glimpses a gay garter
worn by Joan D^Weese in a fast comedy scene in the French
classic.

Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
(Continued from Page 1)
E. Padgett, Music Committee
Chairman; James C., %. Rivets,
Devotional; and David H. Witt,
Music.
This visiting group' will divide
into deputation teams on Sunday

j morning to conduct Sunday services in the Lebanon Methodist
Church, Lykesland; L u n g o f f
Baptist Church, Lugoff; and the
Oak Grove and Beulah Methodist
Churches of Blythewood. The
team, visiting Lugoff will - also
conduct a radio program Sunday
morning.

PEOPLES FURNjTURE CO.
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
327-329 Main Street
Phone 460
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

6e the judge*

There's never
gh puff

Lucky
I

ftnei&kteeaf

SENECA. S.C

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
at

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

»

PENDLETON
THEATRE
"The Little Theatre. With the
t Biff Hits"
PHONE 3341
FRIDAY, FEB. 24

Friday is Dollar Day at
Byers Men Shop in
Anderson

THE LADY TAKES
A SAILOR"
Dennis Morgan
SATURDAY, FEB. 25

Such Specials as .'..
$8.95 Shoes for $5.00
$3.95 Dr-ss Shirts $2.25
$1.50 c?"J f^TO T-s? 2 for $1.0r
V

. pi-

. 2
13

N.

:

n

CM
Anderson, S. C.

"LAWLESS CODE"
Jimmy Wakeley
LATE SHOW 10:15

"ROUGH SHOD"
Robert Sterling
MONDAY & TUESDAY
. FEB. 27-28

"CHALLENGE
TO LASSIE"
In Technicolor

You're right, Hedy... you can always count on Luckies to
give you the real smoothness and deep-down smoking enjoyment you want.
And, smokers, you» can depend on Luckies because Lucky
Strike means fine tobacco—ripe, light, naturally mild tobacco
that's always smooth. Yes, let your own taste and throat be the
judge. Find out for yourself—get a carton of Luckies today!
|||i
?i?v?R?:-wyg-KJ

Hedy Lamarr in her famous role as Delilah from Cecil B. DeMille's
Technicolor masterpiece, "Samson and Delilah"—a Paramount picture*
COPR., TUB AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

Lucky Strike. ..so round, so firm, so fully packed

so free and easy on the draw
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engals Come From Behind To Topple V.
Washington & Lee Falls Before Tiger Quint, 78-63
* • *

* * *

• • *■

* * *

* * •

.• * *

* *. *

Clemson's unpredictable basketeers apparently got'mad*
with themselves and everybody else at Lexington Monday
night as they roared to an impressive 78-63 win over a good
Washington and Lee team. The victory, which was a minor
upset, gave the Tigers an 8 won and 10 lost record for the season.
The Generals drew first blood
in the tilt and went ahead 2-0.
but that was the last time they
were in the maser's seat. Clemson stayed ahead from the two
minute mark until the end of
the game.

Snee Leads Tig Basketeers To Victory
Over Virginia Teams; Scores 41 Points
Clemson's basketball Tigers, who were just as hot this
week as they were cold last week, ended a successful road
trip Tuesday night by tripping Virginia Military Institute,
83-73, at Lexington .
<

Great (enter Seen
For '51

By J. Clanton
TIGERS FINISHING FAST—BUT TOO LATE
By CHARLES MEIBTJRG
Again it was the Clemson's
There was faint hope.in some quarters that the
Clemson's basketball prospects
John Snee who spearare better than at any time in
Clemson quint could, provided V. P. I. dropped their re- : brilliant
headed the Country Gentlemen's
maining two games, grab a tournament bid by winning I attack. The New Jersey flash the last ten years. One reason
for this,bright outlook is six foot,
their last three contests. But all this was shattered i combined a steady floor game seven inch center John McGraw,
and a good rebound performance
who stands out as the leader of
Monday night when V. P. I. upset the William and Mary ! to
net a total of 22 points.
this year's brilliant freshman,
five, 60-47. Despite this fact, the Tigers are really putWhenever the Generals would
quintet.
McGraw seldom leads
threaten or start to close the
ting on a whirlwind finish. Monday night they pulled
his team in scoring, but his outgap, Snee would hit with his
standing backboard play , defia mild upset by drubbing Washingtdn and Lee, 78-63,
amazing set shots.
nitely stamps him as a contendand Tuesday night^they overcame a 35-33 halftime disBy halftime, Clemson was well er for the varsity center position
advantage to score 50 points in the second period and
in control and had amassed a 17 come next winter.
maul the V. M. I. Cadets, 83-73.
point lead. The score was 39-22 HIGH SCHOOL STAR
John played his high school
John Snee again proved himself to be one of the most when the first period came to a
basketball at Hendersonville,
close.
valuable basketeers the Bengals have. Snee picked up 22
North Carolina, lettering three
Washington and Lee sopho- years. He earned a like numpoints in the W. & L. victory and added 19 more against the
more ace. Jay Handlan, continued
Cadets to lead the Tigers in the scoring column both nights. to find the mark for his mates ber of awards in football, but
most of his time was engaged
He is also leading his teammates in this year's scoring parade in the second canto, but it was in tilts on the hardwood. Durto no avail as Snee, "Ronnie"
ing his high school days, Big
with 259 total markers, better than 13.6 per game.
Richardson and Jim Reynolds John won numerous honor's,
It's too bad the Tigers haven't been playing in Virkept the Bengals well in front. which included his making the
ginia all season. Against the three Virginia teams they
"Bummy" Townsend also pitch- All-Blue Ridge (Western North
ed in some valuable points for Carolina Conference) team and
have played, Richmond, Washington and Lee, and V. M.
the purple clad lads.
the Coaches All-State.
His
L, the Bengals have captured three out of three and
high school teams of 1948 and
Handlan
was
high
point
man
averaged almost 80 points per contest.
in the game with 31 units. He 1949 both won the North CaroFurman, for the second time this year, let the Tigers hold was followed by Snee and one of lina Class "A" high school
championship. Their recc e. The Purples, after the first ten or twelve minutes, sim- his teammates, Hedge, who hit state
ord in 1949 was 31-4, which
the
hoops
for
17
markers.
Richply outplayed the Country Gentlemen, outhustled and outardsbn and Reynolds were tclose included two wins each over
Parker High of Greenville and
shot them.
behind with 12 each.
Greenville Senior High, along
STUDENT SPORTSMANSHIP POOR
with victories over many other
Lineups:
Class "AA".
Clemson (78)
Speaking of "Country Gentlemen" . .. The Clemson
McGraw received his biggest
Reynolds
._
12
student body is slowly moving away from this term with
Townsend
....
9 thrill in high school when his
their conduct at the basketball games.
Haugk
6. team trounced Christ's School of
2 AsheviUe in the finals of the i
When the Furman team took the court Saturday night, Culley ..'.
12 Blue Ridge Tournament. This j
the student body (Clemson) almost "booed" them right on Richardson
Holshouser
.
tourney decides the winner of j
back Into the dressing room, and when an opposing player Neel
2 the western North Carolina con-;
22 ference who will play for the j
went io the foul line for a free throw, the same thing hap- Snee
W
&
L
(63)
state championship. Big John;
pened. This sort of thing doesn't help you, the school or the
Handlan
31 played guard during most of theClemson team- In only one or two games this entire year Hedge
.'__
_ ._ 17 contests and sank 37 points in
i the finals against Christ's School.
has been what could be called good sportsmanship on the part Bratchas _
8 ; This set a new tournament recof the students. I know that we all like to win, but "riding" Jones .... 1 ! ord as Hendersonville won handCompton „
another leam because they are out front won't help accomp- Pierson
5 ily 76-54.
McGraw is probably best reAuer
II
lish this.
Another thing, the referees have a job to do, and
they do this job as well as they know how. They are
WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
down on the court and can see what is going on a lot
GAS FILTERS
SPARK PLUGS
better than someone in the stands. Sure, they make misSPEEDOMETER CABLES
OIL FITTERS
takes, but certainly not as many as it would seem by the
AIR CLEANERS
FUEL PUMPS
action of the Tiger student body.
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 382
Saturday night after the Furman game quite a few of
the "troops" stayed around to give the referees the devil
about the way the ball game was called. Well, if we can't
take losing one any better than that, then we shouldn't even
ANDERSON'S RECORD CENTER
come to the games.
(Most Complete)
It's getting pretty bad when the coach has to escort the
officials to the dressing room. And why? Simply because
•LP—33 13 Long Ploy
a few "hotheads" thought that Clemson was given a raw deal.
*45llPM
Well, they certainly weren't; they were thoroughly beaten.
•78 R P M Standard
SPLIT "T" IN AT CLEMSON
All this week the coaching staff and football squad
have been working hard installing the split "T" formation. This formation won't take the place of the single
120 E. Benson
Phone 1063
Anderson, S. C.
wing here at Clemson, but will probably be used to give
the Tigers just a little more offensive power, and to take
advantage of a "not to strong" line.
The first string single-wing backfield, Calvert, Cone,
Mathews and Wyndham, look like the best bets to keep that
status whenever the "T" is used. Calvert will be under the
center at quarter, Cone and Mathews at right and left half,
and Wyndham at the fullback post. In just three days Jackie
Calvert is handling the ball like someone who has been a "T"
quarterback for a spell, and it looks like Fred Cone may even
have more power from his halfback position than he had from
fullback in the single wing.
This formation won't be i'sed as much next year as
the old C'emson one, but it will be tried and used whenever it will be to the Tiger's advantage.

*■• •

- f

Wake Fores! $mw
Tiger (agers 67-52
Wake Forest dealt Clemson's
Basketeers a terrific blow in a
crucial Conference game 67-52 at
Wake Forest a week ago. The win
almost clinched a bid for the Deacons (they have a bid now) and |
lessened Dhe chances of the Tigers
who are now definitely out of the
tourney.

Guard Jack Neel (23) has just let the ball flv for two points, as a
Furman defender trys in vain to prevent the goal. John Snee is
the other Clemson man in the photo. Evington (8) Purple guard,
is pictured to the right. Furman won the tussle 56 to 52 in a
thriller at the Clemson Field House last Saturday night. (Photo
by Henry Chaplin of The Tiger).
membered by Clemson students
fbr his
sterling
performance
against the Carolina Biddies in
the return engagement several
weeks ago. Playing a brilliant
rebound game, the six foot, seven
inch center held the Carolina ace
pointmaker to one field goal
the Cubs got revenge for a previous defeat.
Born In Hendersonville, McGraw has lived in this North

The first half was a nip and
tuck affair with the lead changing hands several times in the
opening minutes. When the
guns sounded for intermission,
Clemson was only two points
behind, 29-27.
It was a different story when
the two fives came back, fojr the
Wakes started hitting from all
angles. The Baptists
were far
out in front after 4 minutes and
stayed there without too much
trouble.

Carolina city all of his life. His I
father, John F. McGraw, Sr., is \
a retired tourist court operator. |
After his graduation last year, j
John, Jr.,. received scholarships
to virtually every college and
university in the Southeast. Clem- ,
son should be proud to have this
versatile young basketball player
its midst. Let's hope better
things are in store for Clemson
and for John McGraw, star of the
past, present, and future.

The Tigers had to overcame a
35-33 deficit at half-time, and
they did it in fine fashion as they
put on their season's best scoring exhibition for one half. Led
by John Snee, Doug. Haugk and
Jim Reynolds, the South Carolina
Cadets outsped and outplayed the
Virginia Military men durlnf
most of the second canto. This
threesome, also the leading Bengal pointmakers in the first
period, bewildered the Virginians
with their brilliant variety of
shots. When Snee wasn't hitting
with his two hand set shots,
Hauf>k was pumping his one
hand jump shot thru the hoops.
When these two were quiet, Reynolds was keeping the V. M. I.
boys down as he often filled the
bucket while throwing a wrench
into the Cadet offense with his
scrappy, aggressive play.
John Snee was the hottest
Bengal as he tossed in 19 points.
Doug Haugk was next with 18
and Jim -Reynolds' followed with!
15. Recher and Nay tallied 211
and 20 points respectively to pace|
their V M. I. mates.

The Most Complete
Department Store
In Anderson

«

GALLANT-BELK CO,
Men's Store
ANDERSON, S. C.

•

JOHN B. LEE

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

Major dill Reynolds, Oregon '40
Pilot-Professor, US. Mir Forcef

Bill was an all-round athlete. He chose
football asjiis favorite sport, made the
varsity teams at Pomona Junior College
and also at the University of Oregon.

A Theta Chi, Bill enjoyed campus social
life. Found that it eased the pressure of
rugged athletics and his heavy study
schedule in Personnel Management.

Upon graduation, Bill chose a future in
the Air Force. He "flew" his first Link
trainer as an Aviation Cadet in 1940. By
March, 1941, he had won his pilot wings.

The 1st Observation Squadron, Fort
Riley, Kansas was Lieutenant Reynolds'
first assignment. While there he met the
future Mrs. Reynolds. They married a
year later and now have two fine sons.

The Squadron moved to Panama, then
to the Pacific. Bill advanced from pilot
to operations officer to squadron com-*
mander. He came home a Major and
qualified for a Regular Commission.

Recently commended for peacetime work
—organizing and improving instruction
techniques—Major Reynolds, a "PUotProfessor", looks forward to a long and
gainful career in the U. S. Air Force.

SAM'S LUNCHEONETTE
116 N. Main Street v

Anderson, S. C.

BIG, NEW,
7-cubic-foc*
as low as

$199.95
Model C" "
Price
$349.95

JANTZEN "T" SHIRTS IN ALL COLORS
NEW SPRING SLACKS
ALL COLORS IN NORRIS SPORTSWEAR

HOKiSLOAN
Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULL3VAN HARDWARE CO.

EXTRA SPACE AT THE "CONVENIENCE LEVEL"
• The 1950 Crosley Refrigerator gives you extra space at
the "CONVENIENCE LEVEL." Exclusive new WORKSAVER
i DESIGN gives you up to 25% more space in same size
cabinet—easy to reach—easy to use—no stooping
clear to the floor—and all the space is refrigerated!
• Come in—see all the wonderful new features in the
1950 Shelvador. You'll agree that it's the most beautiful
refrigerator you ever saw! • DM. onty w Crotey. T.M. ««& u.s. Pit. os.

ANDERSON, S. C.
Better Products for Happier Living

NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY
A Complete General Merchandise Store
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca. S. C.
.
Phone 630

McCMY - WELBORN TIRE SERVICE
409 North Main

Phone 461
U. S. TIRE DISTRIBUTOR

If you are single, between the ages of 20 and 26'/2,
with at least two years of college, consider the many
career opportunities as a pilbt or navigator in the
U. S. Air Force. Procurement Teams are visiting many
colleges and universities to explain these career
opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full
details at your nearest Air Force Base or U. S. Army
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or by writing to
the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Att: Aviation Cadet
Branch, Washington 25, D. C.

U.

S.

AIR

FORCE

ONLY THE BEST CAN BE AVIATION CADETS!

Thursday, February 23, 1950

f
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ntramural Tourney Will Begin February 2
—

■

♦

Sportfacts
in
Focus
By DICK RAINES

MAYBE NEXT YEAR????
Well, another cage season is drawing- to a close and the
Tigers of Clemson again find themselves out of the running
for a Southern Conference tourney berth. The Bengals have
a good chance to break even in the won and lost column if
they can salvage a win from Maryland's Terrapins this Saturday night at the Field House. This year's squad was made
up almost wholly of sophomores. Next year the Tigs wijl
be without the services of only two members of this season's
team, Jim Reynolds and "Heavy" Holshouser.
John Snee,
Doug Haugk, Bill Spender, and Don Richardson will form
the nucleus of the '50-'51 aggregation. N The bulk of the help
will come from this season's great fresh team, which racked
up thirteen victories against only one defeat. Tom McCullough, Warren Robinson, John McGraw, Ames Wells, Bill
Deloach, Bob Dozier, and Joe Murry were a few of the outstanding men who performed on the hardwood for "Rock"
Norman's "Flashy Frosh." Clemson came awfully close to
gaining a position in this year's tourney, and perhaps with all
of the membrs of this past season's team returning, plus some
of the finest freshmen talent ever assembled at Tigertown,
maybe the Tigs cannot only secure entrance into the '50-'5i
tourney, but perhaps they will be strong contenders for the
Southern Conference crown. The cagers will have to start
early next fall though^ if they are to vie with the best. This,
however, constitutes a drawback. Who will coach the basketballers if all of the coaches are on the gridiron? It would
be too great a job for one of the football coaches to go through
another session in the gym after spending all afternoon on
the practice field. Since another coach has been added to
the football team it seems to me that one more tutor would
not hurt the situation any, especially if his specialty is basketball. To ease the load on the shoulders of Coach McFadden, a cage coach would be most advantageous. I'm not trying to criticize Coach McFadden, but a cage coach, say an assistant to McFadden would be of great value to the team. After all, basketball is a' full time sport the same as football,
and/if Clemson is to keep abreast of the other teams in the
Southern loop, we've got to make it a full time job.

SEVERAL CLEMSON TEAMS IN
SAVANNAH VALLEY TOURNEY
Some 45 teams have entered the Savannah Valley
Tourney in Anderson and four different teams from Tigertown have entered. The Tiger Freshman squad have
entered the open class and they are picked by most observers to take the tourney in their class. , Monday night
the Clemson Vigilantes bowed to Appleton, but the AllStars composed of "Ragin' Ray" Mathews, "Furious
Fred" Cone, Glenn Smith, and other grid stars smothered
Starr in the first round of the tourney. Spartanburg's
Whizers dropped one to Abney Wednesday night, but
the dependable Tiger Frosh, under 'Rock' Norman, wilted
Jackson 85-30. The finals of the tourney will be played
Saturday and trophies and other awards will be given
the champions.
DIAMONDMEN BEGIN DRILLS
Clemson's baseballers began readying themselves for
the current horsehide season last Tuesday afternoon. Frank
Gillespie and Gene Moore are the only two major losses from
last season, so the Tiger nine should perform with the best
this year. Pete Manos, catcher, Durr Goodihg, heavy hittmg
outfielder, and pitcher John Ford are likely to booster this
year's squad. The above mentioned men were standouts
on the "Rat team" last spring. Luke Deanhardt, Ray Math.ews, Ray McKay, Ken Culberson, Gene Aughtry, Dick Hendley, and Carol Cox are some of the returning lettermen that
should round out a well balanced team. The pitching staff
has been the big question mark the past two seasons, and if
Coach Cox can develop a finished mound crew then the Bengals may well be on theiivway to another S. C. championship.
Let's hope they can duplicate the '47 season.

nlav almnot pmrmlptpH
With regular
regular SPhpHiilpH
scheduled play.almost
completed sp-urn-alA
several*
teams are still battling for the top position in the Intramural
standings. The Fieldhouse Dodgers are currently leading
the parade and should finish out this week's play undefeated.

Bengals Play Last
Contest Saturday

This is the last week of basket-* ■
ball before the tournament, and
all teams are scrapping to be one
Clemson's disappointing basof the quints in the. tournament.
keteers close their up and down
At the beginning of the season
season Saturday night when they
the Intramural council decided
tangle with the Maryland Terrato place the top 16 teams in the
Dins. Earlier in the season the
tournament.
Games this week
Former Clemson- grid star Cary j Tigers surprised the men from
may change the rating of some Cox was recently signed to the Maryland with a close 60 to 55
squads, but to date they rank as post of Recreational Director for; wm> and the Terrapins will be
follows:
the city of Anderson. Cox, who : out for revenge. However, the
The Dodgers <and C-3, tied for captained the 1947 Bengals, was j Tigers, who up to Monday were
lsjt place
employed here at Clemson as ' in tne running for a berth in the
B-l, second
head man of IPTAY and as fresh- | Southern Conference tournament,
A-l, D-4, Bks. 2, tied for third man baseball coach. He also help- I must win in order, to finish the
B-2, fourth
ed tutor the frosh gridders.
[ season with a .500 percentage.
D-l, A-2, D-3, and C-4, tied
The 28 year old Cox will be
Outlining the season, we find
for firth
Anderson's first recreational diBand, Spartans, Termites, and rector, but it won't be the first that the Tigers dropped two contests to Georgia, while they overOld Soldiers, tieji for sixth
time he has served in that capacPresbyterian,
Maryland,
C-2, D-2, A-3, B-3, Bks. 8, ity. During his stay in the Navy, came
and Richmond before Christmas.
and Shorts, tied for seventh
he was director of recreational ac- Then with little practice, the
C-l, eighth
tivities for the Charleston Naval Bengals lost to Furman in GreenA-4, B-4, and Nueps, tied for Base
ville in an overtime period. This
ninth
loss was followed by another loss
In spite of all the interruptions
to Wake Forest before the Tigers
that cause teams to miss a night
could ease by Davidson in two
for games, there have been sixty
overtime stanzas for their first
games of intramural basketball
win since the Yuletide holidays.
played, and there are still twelve
The Tigers then took The Citamore scheduled games before the
del in stride before losing two to
tournament begins. The tournaClemson's once beaten frosh, the University of South Carolina.
ment will begin on Monday
night. February 27, and will end racked up another t victory, as The Citadel once again helped
they massacared Jackson Mill, Clemson even up her record beon Monday night, March 6.
85 to 30, at Girls' High Gym in fore the Tigers lost to powerful
FREE THROW CONTEST
Anderson. This- was their first George Washington. Presbyterian
BE HELD
encounter in the open division fell easily to the "MacFaddenImmediately following the | of the Savannah Valley Tourney. men;" however, this win was folbasketball tournament the , free;' The starting five consisting of
lowed by disasterous losses to
throw contest will be held.- Each ! Robinson, McCullough, McGraw,
Davidson, Wake Forest, and Furcontestant will shoot 50 free Moorer and Murray racked up 29
j
man, virtually closing the door
throws as follows:
10 shots straight
to Jackson's 16. The second half; of the Southern Conference tour20 shots by 2's; shoot 2, then \ squad composed of Asnip, Revel, ney in the Bengals' face. This
step away and back to the foul \ Hicks, Dozier, and Wells amass- past week, however, the Tigers
line for 2 more shots
j ed 56 points during the last candefeated the Generals of Wash20 shots by 5's; shoot 5, then [ to, while the Mill boys could only
step away and back to the foul garner f4 markers. The first ington & Lee and V. M. I. to
line for 5 more shots.
! quint ran Jackson ragged during bring their season's record to
This is individual competition I the first half, and the second 9-10.
I
so try your skill. Those wish- \ team literally ran aWay with the
ing ot enter this contest must tilt. Ames Wells was high scorleave their names at the "Y", er of the night with 23 points, All-Stars, under the tutorship of
desk not later tnan 9:00 p. m.,! Billy Ravel and John McGraw "Nig" Griffith and Dan Stroud,
March 6.
j garnered 16 points and 12 points, thumping Starr 61 to 20 for a
| respectively. A great majority of first round tournament win. The
j the Tigs' points came as a result All-Stars were paced by Tommy
| of a pressing defense. The Ben- Bailey and Frank Sharpe with
| gals frequently stole the ball, and 25 and 20 markers respectively.
; they used the fast break very
The tournament finals will be
effectively in this capacity.
played Saturday to determine the
Monday night found Clemson's champion.
The intramural golf tournament will be played in April, but
(qualifying rounds must be played
in March. Several flights are
needed to make an interesting
tournament, so even if you are
not a pro, enter and get into the
flight of your ability.
To determine the persons in
Clemson's
big Tigers have The Country Gentlemen went \
each flight, each man will be i found the going pretty rough this to the locker room at half-time
asked to turn in 3 medal scores! year, but their little brothers,
sporting a comfortable 43-16
to Mr. Cooper. Qualifying rounds "Rock" Norman's freshmen Ben- lead.
will be medal score play. The! gals> ke»P right on rolling along.
The second half proved to be
3 medal scores will furnish your; Their latest triumph was a deci- replicea of the first with the
average score which determines! sive win over Furman's baby little Tigers never being pushed.
the flight in which you play.; Paladins here Saturday night, Clemson was generous with subWhen flights have been - drawn 85-43.
Thus,
the frosh have stitutes in the second canto when
up, all matches will be won on taken. 14 of 15 contests during the it became apparent that the Bencurrent season to register one of gals were ahead for keeps.
match play, not medal score.
The Boscobel golf course is the most impressive records ever
Clemson's
Tom
McCullough i
giving a special rate to students, compiled by a Clemson basketball
hit the basket for 17 points to'
so get started with practice right team.
lead his mates and the game's.
During the first. few minutes
away.
scorers. Granger of Furman was
of
the
fray,
the
two
fives
batThe intrmural tennis tournanext in line with 15 units. The
ment also Comes in April and "*■& on equal terms as the Pur- remainder of the Bengal scoring
s were withstanding the atpersons intending to play should
was well divided with Robinson
begin practice now.
In tennis, tack of the Tigers first team. registering 12 and McGraw, Do- j
However,'
Coach
Norman
ran
players will be scheduled in
zier, and Murray counting ten!
round robin series until all play- in his second squad about mid- .times.
I
ers have had experience against way the first half, and they
opponents. The tournament draw- proceeded to do everything .but
ing will be made for champions blast the "Wind" off the floor.
Not only were the second
in singles and doubles. '
Softball will begin about the stringers clicking offensively,
middle of March and teams may they also played some fine deenter from ROTC companies or fensive ball in holding the
Paladins to very few points.
veteran groups.

Cary Cox Leaves
Coaching Staff

Tig Frosh Win 14fh
From Jackson 85-30;

Golf And Tennis
Tourney To Begin

Tiger Frosh Rip Furman Little Wind
I

Be The Picture Of COMFORT In Your

Arrow ?Gabanaror

BRIEFS
Bob Smith, former Furman head coach, is the new
man you've been seeing on the practice field. Smith is
a split T expert and will be tutoring the Tigers in that
capacity for the coming campaign. The Tigs will still
employ the ole reliable single wing, but will add more
power to their already potent offensive with the split-T.
I understand that the 'footballers of '50 will be stepping
out in new uniforms. I know that will be a morale booster
after last season's dull orange and tan apparel.
Frank Jervey, class of '14, visited the campus last
weekend. He was awarded the Medal of Honor in
World War I. Jervey has been responsible for many
boys who have performed on Tiger football teams. Hope
he's got a few in mind for this year's frosh team.

STONE BROTHERS
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
AND STUDENTS
108 N. Main Street

Greenville, S. C.

420 S. MAIN STREET

s

GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

tar

"Furious Fred" Cone and John Childress led the way for one of Jackie "Lord" Calvert's touchdown
jaunts in last Saturday's scrimmage at Memorial Stadium. End Doug Herlong, to the right of Calvert, is shown arriving just a little too late to stop the speedy tail back. (Photo by Henry Chaplin
of The Tiger).

Purple Hurricane Stops Tigers Again
56-52; Reynolds Is Wnh Scorer With 16
By Jack Cribb
An inspired Furman Purple Hurricane

This loss, the third in' a row
for the McFaddenmen, almost
completely snuffed out any remaining chances that Clemson
had for getting in the Conference tournament.
Unlike most games • this year,
Clemson began in a whirlwind
fashion and had built up a seven
point lead before the referees
had hardly opened their eyes.
Paced by Jim Reynolds, scrapping Tig forward, the Bengals
looked as if they were going to
get plenty of revenge for the loss
Furman tagged on them earlier
in the year.
The Greenville lads caught
thfe Tigers midway the first
half and never relinquished
that lead but once during the
rest of the tilt. Clemson jumped into a short lived lead just
before the whistle blew for intermission. The scoreboard read
Furman 30, Clemson 28, when
the teams left the floor for the
mid-game rest.
RCHARDSON "HOT1
Although Furman stayed in the
driver's seat during the entire
second canto, not one of the
capacity crowd was able to settle
down because the Country Gentlemen were hot on the Purple's
trail.
Ronnie Richardson, with
his tip-in shots, and Reynolds,
with his accurate set tosses, were
keeping the Clemsons very much
in the game. Meanwhile "Shipwreck" Kelly and Bill Kerr kept
Furman on, the move and contin-

ARROWSWRTS

\J1

UNDERWEAR

HANDKERCHIIFS

& TIES
SPORTS SHIRTS

Thi
J™™**™; 42"33'
f + br°ught
the Tiger s season record to
2 wins
and 3 losses.
Results:
' 300 yard . medley—Tenn, (Russell, Hardy, Moore) time 3:21.5.
220 yard free style—1, White
(C); 2, Glinck (C); 3, Marsden
(U. T.) time 2:31.5.
60 yard free style—7, Converse
(C); 3 Weeks (C); 3 Moore (U. T.)
time 318
Biving_t
Smith
(U.
T);
2
Godfrey (c). 3 wilson (u, T-)>

Tennis Ladder

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO.
FINE TAILORING really makes the difference in free and easy enjoyment of living . . . especially when the gay woolens
you've selected are custom-tailored just
right to your own measure:
Suites and Trousers Made to Mwswr
Out of Your Material
116 W. Whitner Street

Anderson, S. C.

GILLETTE

HAIR

SPECIAL!

TONICS

1 TUBE SHAVING
CREAM
FREE!

SODAS
AND

ALL KINDS
FITCH'S

WITH 20 BLUE
BLADES
98c

SANDWICHES

SHAVING
LOTIONS

SHAMPOO

MENNEN'S

KREMYL

WHITMAN'S

FITCH

FINE

COCONUT OIL

CANDIES

YARDLEY'S

A smooth, rugged, washable gabardine sports shirt
in solid maroon, navy blue, forest green, fireman
red and other colors — that's "Gabanaro".
Good looking and long wearing, "Gabanaro" is
an Arrow sports shirt you'll be proud to own. See
your Arrow dealer today!
$5.95

Clemson's mariners got revenge
from their Friday night - .defeat
stopped by outstroking the University of

ually thwarted desperate attempts i
by Clemson to take the lead.
Kelly was extremely effective;
with his hooks shots and Kerr
slipped under the basket time:
and again for lay-up shots.
Jim Reynolds pitched in 16
points jo lead the Bengal
pointmakers and capture indi100 yard dash—1 Converse (C);
vidual scoring honors for the
evening. Kelly and Kerr led 2 Weeks (C); 3 Huddle"(U. T.)
the Furman forces with 15 and time 1:00.5.
150 backstroke—1 Tay.lar±;(CJ;
13 units respecticely.
2 Russell (U. T.); 3, Saunders (C)
time 1:59:2.
200 yard breast stroke-^rfiardy
(U. T.); 2 Cowan (U. ■*>>'!-:$. At1. Claire Draper
kinson (C) time 2:53.2.-.
2. Hairold Littlejohn
440 yard see style^-1 -.Klinck
3. Joe Black
(C); 2 Monroe (C); 3 Stanley (U.
4. Ben McLeod
T.) time 6:06.
5. Jack Ncel
6. G. C. LeGrand
400 yard relay—1 Tenri-.'"£ffa'rdy,
7. Vernon Smith
Zimmerman, Huddle, and Moore)
8. C. D. Cohen
time 4:07.7.

WILD ROOT
VASELINE

CANDIES
i

COLGATE'S

• The finest GABARDINE
sports shirt value a man
could ask for!
• Completely WASHABLE!

five

gers ml Mrofce
Tennessee 42 To

Clemson's fighting Tigers for the second time this season!
,
<y
i
i
here Saturday night, 56-52, in a hair-raising contest. The;
Paladins finished fast in racking up the win after overcom-j
ing an early Bengal lead.

OLD SPICE

COMPLIMENTS OF

PETE'

^^

L C. Martin Drug Company
P. S. McCollum, Owner

Clemson, S. C.

THE REXALL STORE

Thursday, Fehruary 23, l!;50

The TIGER—."He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Pacre fi

Winthrop Singers
Popular Visitors
The Winthro'p Sextette has provided music at Clemson on several recent occasions. The group
opened the services at Religious
Emphasis Week at Clemson, and
they also presented programs at
Vespers on February 12.
Miss Katherine Pfohl is the
director of the singers, and Miss
Ruth Stephenson is the accompanist.
In addition to the Winthrop
Sextette,' deputations from the
University of South Carolina,
Furman. and Limestone a-lso presented Vespers programs . during
the past semester.
Groups scheduled to come to
Clemson within the next few
weeks include students from the
University of Tennessee, Queens
College, Converse, and Presbyterian College.
Vespers services are held twice
on Sunday, one service at 2:20
in the afternoon, and the evening
service at 6:20.
Hev E. W. Hardin will speak
at Vespers this Sunday, and Rev.
A. L. Tubbs of Walhalla will
speak on March 5.

«W*

'.»..., ......
,J be.xcetie, singers at the opening L>-_
... — —..J.... > -- _- —> ■>•»— • - .awn
above. Left to right, they are Harriet Plowden, Frances Ann Cox, Virginia James, Lovey Jo Moore,
Miss Katherine Pfohl, director, Peggy Johnson, Mildred Jackson, and Miss Ruth Stephenson, accompanist.

John Lane ,W!!I Speak
At Orserfsfe©"© Dinner

Prop&nmce Pmmn

John D. Lane, Professor of
English, at Clemson, will be the
principle speaker at a dinner to
be given by the Piedmont-Clemson Club of Greensboro, N. C,
Friday night,1 February 24, at
7:00 o'clock. Professor and Mrs.
Lane will be guests at the dinner.
The club is one of the largest
alumni groups in the area, covering Greensboro, Winston Salem,
High Point, and Burlington,
North Carolina.
William Folk is the president
of the club. Vice presidents are
Tate Horton and J. A. Jones, Jr.
E. P. Earle, formerly of Clemson,
is the secretary of the club.

poor fellow never gets a letter,
but he always walks down to the
Any Clemson man can easily P. O. right after chow, takes out
make a long gripe list of things his handkerchief, and cleans the
e old school which give him dust out of his box. If anyone
a terrible black feeling of woe. happens to see him doing this,
Getting up for reville would he will grin and say, "Oh, well—
surely lead this black list foV guess you can't get 'em every
some, with having to meet eight; day." This type of fellow reckons
o'clock classes giving reville a time from "the time in October
close second. Others might place when I got a letter (which was
pop quizzes and Saturday classes] probably an advertisement for
high on their roll of things most Hadicol.)"
likely to give them the old urge:
3. ROMEO-TYPE. The Romeo
to kill.
type carefully checks each of his
If, however, any Clemson man j letters at the box to see if the
is asked to list the things that '■
•
stamp
is on upside down and if
give him the most pleasant of there are any amorous initials
feelings, getting mail (and lots of j on the back flap. Next he puts looked like it had about four
it) wouid undoubtedly lead his j the letter to his nose to check sheets in it, and I think I could
list. Next, of the feeling one it for perfume. If any letter 'see some newspaper clippings in
has when he makes 120 on a trig j passes these three tests, the it, too. Wonder what she said
test (worked the bonus problem Romeo develops a beautiful ex- to him? Hope he leaves it lying
right, too); there is probably no; pression on his face and floats around the room."
These are the four' main types
feeling as great as that of tak- airily out of the window. If
ing six letters from your P. O. his letters don't meet the re- of students one sees in the P. O.,
box and finding that they are I
i but there are many variations.
quirements, he crams them into
all for you.
his pocket and stalks angrily The Secretive Type looks nervously from left to right before
In the short space of a fewi away.
taking his mail out of the box,
after-chow trips to the spacious
4. Nosey Type. The Nosey Type
Clemson Post Office, one soon \ believes that all letters getting and shoves it quickly into his
learns to; recognize some of the j into his box should be examined pocket. He is probably carrying
many different types of mail- and scrutinized with the effici- on a secret correspondence with
his best friend's girl. The Iseekers he sees in the crowd.
Roughly, these types can be ency of an FBI investigation. If Need-Money Type is always
you are not at the box, Nosey broke and quickly rips all his
divided into four main groups.
checks the postmark, holds the letters open hoping to find some
1. I Just Got A Dear John letter to the light to see what is badly needed long green in them.
Type. This type can usually be' in it, analyzes the handwriting, The Sympathetic Type notices
-identified by the slow, halting* and notes the return address. If that you didn't get any mail,
way he totters through the lobby you read your mail as you walk waves his letter in front of your
and down the steps of the P. O. back to the barracks with Nosey, face, and tries to console you by
He is often shaking his head he tries to read it out of the saying, "Little woman forget you?
sadly from side to side and mut- \ corner of his eye. He can hardly Well, don't feel too bad, any of
tering curses under his breath to \ wait to inform every one that them will shaft you if they get
himself.
Clenched in his left "Joe got a letter from Mary to- the chance."
hand is a crumpled wad of pink day, and from the look on his
Next time you are in the P. O.
paper. If he speaks at all, it is face and the little bit, of the let- see how many of these types of
to remark, "Women—bah! I'm ter I managed to read while Joe birds you can spot. Any by the
through with 'em."
wasn't looking, she must be way, what type are you?
2. Never Say Die Type. This I plenty mad about something. It
By BILL DENSON

Clemson Baptists
To Attend Party
Thirty-five Clemson men will
attend a party given by the Baptist Student Union of Lander
College, February 25, at 7:30 p.
m. The arrangements have been
made by W. P. Roberts, extension
chairman of the B. S. U- here.
Roberts sAys that students planning to attend must have registered with Jim Spangenberg and
have their permits approved by
him.
A special chartered bus will
leave from the post office for
Lander at 5:45 p. m. Saturday and
will return after the affair in
Greenwood.
Pro-rata fee for transportation
will be $1.50 per person.
Lander Baptists entertained the
Clemson party last year in one of
the outstanding off-campus parties
shared by the local group. Plans
in process at Greenwood indicate
a similar party. The Lander

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

(OX SANDWICH 4 SPECIALTY CO.
Easley, South Carolina

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
Engineers
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

CLEMSON
THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.

Where Low Overhead Saves

FRIDAY, SATURDAY
February 24, 25

'The
Sundowners'

You Money

with Robert Preston

BAXTER CLOTHES
Factory Salesroom

*

MONDAY, TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 27, 28

116 S. Murray Avenue

'South Sea
Sinner'

CORNER BENSON

with Shelley Winters
McDonald Carey

ANDERSON, S. C.

Buy Direct From Your
Manufacturer

*
WED.-THURS.
MARCH 1, 2

'Twelve O'clock
High'
with Gregory Peck
*
"FOR THE BEST IN
ENTERTAINMENT"

*By Recent
National Survey

Florida State Dips
Tig Mariners 43-32

Oscar Says

Y Plans To Publish

Clemson Gradycs^e

(Continued from Page 2)
that he (Oscar) has been won- Devotional Handbook
dering about the basement room
Plans to compile a booklet comof the Talk-O-The-Town for posed of devotionals written by
Maj. Clarence L. Beaudrot, sen
Last Friday the Tiger Tankers some time. Now he (Oscar) Clemson men and friends have
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence B. Beau- dropped a hard fought meet 'to knows.
recently been completed by the drot, 401 Calhoun Avenue, GreenFlorida State University 43 to 32
OSCAR SAYS
College YMCA. The devotionals wood, South Carolina, was recentat the Y pool. This was the third
that he (Oscar) feels sure C2 will be written by 365 men, many
ly transferred to Headquarters
setback so far fqr the Bengal mar- (Cox and Cone) "made out" O.
of whom have been speakers at
iners.
K. He (Oscar) is just- wonder- the YMCA Vespers and Religious 20th Weather Squadron, Nagoya
Honshu, Japan, where he will asResults:
ing if they (Cox and Cone) have
sume the duties of director ol
300 yard medley—(1) F. S. U— heard the latest news from An- Emphasis Week.
If sufficient interest is shown in j operati6ns. Major Beaudrot wai
Ramsey, Jardine, ■ Wells. Time I derson.
the project, the YMCA hopes to formerly detachment commandei
3:16.9.
OSCAR SAYS
220 yard free style—(1) White! that knowing "Chappy" John- publish the devotionals in book- j at the 20-6 Air Weather Service
■(C); 2 Klinck (C); Ensworth (F.! son (by reputation only) he (Os- let form so that Clemson' students Detachment, Itazuka Air Base. >
and others interested may use the
S. U). Time 2:32.6.
The major, who is a graduate
car) would say that "Ole Chap60 yard free style—1—Parrel py" relived past experiences Sat- booklet in their daily devotions.
of Clemson College, Clemson, S
(F. S. U.>; 2—Mills (F. S. U.); 3; urday night when he (Johnson)
C, where he was in the Officers
—Weeks (C). Time 31.9
Reserve Corps, first came on acglued his eyes on the'Lovely Miss
Diving—1—Conway (F S. U.); Margaret Sutherland." That is,
tive duty in November 1940.
-2—Boone (F. S. U.); 3—Godfrey if he was capable of focusing his
(C).
eyes at all.
150 yard breast stroke—1—
OSCAR SAYS
Holmes (F. S. U); 2—Ramsey (F.
Dr. Cooper To Attend
that' he (Oscar) knows more
S. U.); 3—Taylor (C). Time l:4e!l. in tl&t category too—ask Harry
200 yard breast stroke—1—JarCollege Conference
Mack.
din (F S. U.); 2—Atkinson (C);
—^-OSCAR SAYS
Dr. H. P. Cooper, Dean and
3—Campbell (F. S. U.). Time
the "stink weeds" of the week
Director of the School of Agri2:44.2.
culture, will attend the meeting
100 yard
dash—1—Converse go to all the places that ran out
of the Resident Teaching Section
(C); 2—Weeks (C); 3—Ensworth of chasers Saturday night.
OSCAR SAYS
of the Southern Group of the
(F. S. U.).
Land Grant College Association.
440 yard free style—1—Dunnthat he (Oscar) knows the
The meeting will be held FebRankin (F. S. U.) 2—Klinck (C); "Cubs" are thankful Jim Rey3—Stormant (F. S. U.). Time nolds wasn't around for the first
ruary 23 and 24 in Gainesville,
5:39.0.
few days of initiations. "Butts
Florida.
/
40 yard relay—1—Clemson— will be butts." "
There will be a discussion of
general teaching problems of all
Weeks, White, Few, and ConOSCAR SAYS
Southeastern Land Grant Colverse. Time 4:04.9.
that after seeing the dejected
leges. look on "Warthead's" face, he
Columbia Alumni To (Oscar) has decided to tajse it
easy on the lad—provided of
DEPENDABLE USED CARS
course, his conduct remains in
Honor Clemson Men
And Specialized Service
the upper bracket. Enough said?
OSCAR SAYS
The Columbia chapter of the
On All Makes and Models
Clemson alumni will present a
that after hearing of the nu- Luscious Shelley Winters as she
dinner in honor of all Clemson merous escapades in the 7th Bar- appears in ''South Sea Sinner,"
Madden's Motors
men teaching in the state at the racks, he (Oscar) would like to playing at the Clemson Theatre
Market Restaurant in Columbia recommend that a "red light" Monday and Tuesday.
from 6:00 p. m. to 7:30 p. m. Fri- be mounted on some of \he
day night, March 31.
rooms.
Chairman of the chapter planOSCAR SAYS
ning the dinner is Mr. J. Ed Smith.
Students at Clemson
that
you
would think Clemson
L. R. Booker, Lerand Brock,
and F. E. Kirkley compose a com- was a branch office for Otis Elemittee of teachers cooperating vator Company considering the
with the Columbia men planning number of "shafts" given out
LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
over the weekend.
the meeting.
Dr. R. F. Poole, president df the
LAUNDERED AT
OSCAR SAYS-*
college, is planning to attend the
that J. Harold (Hollywood)
dinner.
Mack took his date's shoes to be
group is headed by Miss Jo Long sure she wouldn't leave the
dance with someone else He
as president.
Deadline for registration for (Hollywood) must believe in the
Frank Dillard, Mgr.
the trip has been set at Friday, old admonition, "Keep 'em barefooted."
February 24, at 8:30 p. m.

Serves In Ja

CADET LAUNDRY

